Frequency, determinants, and clinical relevance of acute coronary syndrome-like electrocardiographic findings in patients with acute aortic syndrome.
We investigated frequency/characteristics of acute coronary syndrome-like (ACS-like) electrocardiographic (ECG) profiles among patients with a final diagnosis of acute aortic syndrome (AAS), and explored pathophysiologic determinants and prognostic relevance within each Stanford subtype. We blindly reviewed presentation electrocardiograms of 233 consecutive patients with final diagnosis of AAS (164 Stanford type A) at a regional treatment center. Prevalence of ACS-like ECG findings was 27% (type A, 26%, type B, 29%); most were non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction-like. Patients with ACS-like ECG findings more often had coronary ostia involvement (p=0.002), pleural effusion (p=0.02), significant aortic regurgitation (p=0.01), and troponin positivity (p=0.001). ACS-like ECG profile in type A disease was independently associated with coronary ostia involvement (odds ratio [OR] 5.27, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.75 to 15.88). ACS-like ECG profile predicted in-hospital mortality (OR 2.90, 95% CI 1.24 to 6.12), as did age (each incremental 10-year: OR 1.59, 95% CI 1.14 to 2.22), and syncope at presentation (OR 2.90, 95% CI 1.16 to 7.24). In conclusion, about 25% of our AAS patients (in either Stanford subtype) presented ACS-like ECG patterns-often with non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction characteristics-which could cause misdiagnosis. ACS-like ECG profile was associated with more complicated disease, and in type A disease was a strong independent predictor of in-hospital mortality.